
Money Management
A sensible approach to the
limitations of cassettes is to sell
separate programs that an be
used together if necessary. This
invoicing prograrr works quite

happi y by itself, leaving you to
manually update your own
stock records. Alternatively, it
can use files generated by its
companion programs as part of
a corrpletely automated
system. One advantage of this
approach is that you can
gradually computarise your
business step -by-step rather
than undergoing a complete
chance all at once

Easiledger
Cassette-based business
software is limited as to the size
and number of programs in a
package. As a result, programs
like this one tend :o concentrate
on a particular task. This
package has elements Cf

accotnting software such as
debitrcredit ledges, year-to-
date summaries and soon. But
it's orly intended as a
management aid for controlling
Cash fl ow and won't hardle your
whole accounts by itsel'

OFTWARE/BUSINESS SYSTEMS

OFFICE MANAGERS

The availability of cheap computing power,
coupled with the high cost of developing
applications from scratch, has created a
market for `off-the -shelf' business
packages. In this series we will be looking at
how these systems work. The market spans
both domestic and small business users,
companies and corporations.

The label `business packages covers a wide range
of applications, and in addition to differences of
function there are crucial differences of scale. The
first main division of scale is between cassette-
based software aimed at the home computer user
and disk-based software. Because disk storage
technology gives programmers access to fast read
and write facilities, all business software ought to
be disk-based, but not everybody wants to pay an
additional £200 to £400 for a floppy disk-based
system.

The other division is that between single-user
microcomputers and multi-user machines —

microcomputers that are capable of supporting a
number of separate terminals. We will start with
the simpler systems and deal with the multi-user
applications later in the services.

Business software is designed to be used by the
layman rather than by the computer specialist.
Because of this, whether a program is designed for
a cassette-based system or the largest multi-user
disk system, it will usually take an `interactive'
approach. This means that the user is guided
through all stages of operating the system by a
series of prompts and messages on the screen.

Typically, the various operations will be
arranged as a numbered set of options on a `menu'.
Selecting a function from the main menu might
take the user to a secondary or even a tertiary
menu of choices. The screen will then display a
request for data, usually information in a form
similar to what would be entered into a manual
book-keeping system. This 'user-friendly'
approach has been one of the factors that have
made business applications programs so
successful,

The three functional divisions that we will
consider in this series are the sales ledger, the
purchase ledger and the general (or nominal)
ledger. The sales ledger records sales made by the
business in the ordinary course of its trading. The
purchase ledger records the purchases necessary
to enable it to continue trading. The general ledger
provides a total picture of the state of affairs of the
company and its bank balance at any given time.

Business programs are composed of files. Each
file contains a number of records and each record
contains a number of fields. The distinction
between files, records and fields is simple. A sales
ledger program, for example, will have a customer
master file consisting of the records of each of the
customers. Details on each customer, such as the
name and address, are divided into fields within
the record.

In addition, of course, a business program
needs a way of performing operations on data.
Examples of programming routines needed are
input routines (which allow data to be entered into
the system) and arithmetical routines, which
manipulate numerical values in numerical fields
inside records and across records.

In `mainstream' business packages — those
designed for use with disk-based systems — the
sales and purchase ledgers record a great deal of
detail. Sales and purchases are recorded (the
accounting term is `posted') against individual
customer and supplier accounts. The idea is that
the package should store as complete a record as
possible of all the transactions between the
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